
The Term Structure of Interest Rates
What affects interest rates?

Risk for a specific investment.
Collaterals.
Prevailing cost of capital.
Length of time.

Definition

A term structure is a relationship between the term of
a loan and its interest rate.
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The US Treasury Yield Curve



The US Treasury Yield Curve

Figure: YC 3/22 Figure: YC 4/23



Yield Curves vs Credit Rating

Figure: S&P Credit Rating, Wikipedia 3/22



Term Structure as a Function

Definition

We denote s0(t) the effective annual interest rate for bor-
rowing money at time 0 to be repaid at time t.
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Remark
A loan to be repaid in full at term is a 0-coupon bond.
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s0(t) is the yield rate of a 0-coupon bond with term t.
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Term structure of spot rate and the Yield Curve

The term structure of interest rates is the collection s0(t)
of 0-coupon yield rates. The yield rates s0(t) are called
spot rates of interest.

The term structure depends on when the present, i.e., t = 0,
occurs, and it typically changes from day to day.



Pricing Assets with the Yield Curve

If interest rates are smaller for short term loans than for
long term loans, we should discount future money more
if farther in the future.

0-coupon bond with term t

Accumulation factor at time t

Net Present Value



Figure: YC 11/13/06 Figure: YC 8/26/19

Usual YC (March 2022)



Pricing Bonds with the Yield Curve
Example
Suppose we have a standard bond with F, r, n. If the term
structure is (s0(t)), how should we price this bond?

0 1 2 n

F · r F · r . . . F · r + F

P



Exercise
6.1.1

(111.98, 5.56%)
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Term Structure

Interest rate depends on the term with s0(t) the annual
interest rate for a loan taken now and due at time t.

a(t) = (1 + i︸︷︷︸
s0(t)

)t

The term structure enters computations ONLY via a(t).



Bond example

Type Yield Price
High yield/Low price 3.954% 99.849511

Median yield/Median price 3.870% 100.009534
Low yield/High price 3.800% 100.143137



Bond example

Yield curve on 3/27/2023

1m 2m 3m 4m 6m 1y 2y
4.22 4.47 4.91 4.90 4.86 4.51 3.94
3y 5y 7y 10y 20y 30y

3.79 3.59 3.57 3.53 3.90 3.77

Computed price of 3/27/2023 bond:

P = 99.922638



Constructing the Yield Curve

If we know the term structure (s0(t)) for t ≤ n we can price
annual bonds with term n:

PF,r,n =
Fr

1 + s0(1)
+

Fr

(1 + s0(2))2
+ · · ·+ Fr + F

(1 + s0(n))n
.

Yield Curve from Bonds

If we looked at the prices of many bonds of different
kinds of terms, we could obtain many price equations
and deduce the term structure of interest rates, in other
words we can construct the yield curve.
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Exercise
6.1.5

(

Prices 99.512195, 96.281179, 85.697108, 88.277358, Spot
rates 5%, 10.078%, 15.151%, 15.23%)
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Forward Interest Rates

Suppose we are given a yield curve/term structure (s0(t)).
The forward interest rate between t1 and t2 is the im-
plied constant interest rate i(t1, t2) for a loan between t1
and t2.

0 t1 t2

Implied by what? By

a(t1)a(t1, t2) = a(t2)

(1 + s0(t1))
t1(1 + i(t1, t2))

t2−t1 = (1 + s0(t2))
t2
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Exercise
6.3.5

(8.01%, 13.11%, and ≥ 10.01%)
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Figure: D0.5(Russia vs US) = 9.5%



Exercise
The term structure of interest rates in the capital markets is
currently the following

0.5 5%
1 7%

1.5 9%
2 11%

2.5 9%
≥ 3 7%

What is the 1-year forward yield curve?

1-year forward 0.5
1-year forward 1

1-year forward 1.5
1-year forward 2

1-year forward 2.5
1-year forward ≥ 3



Exercise
The term structure of interest rates in the capital markets is
currently the following

0.5 5%
1 7%

1.5 9%
2 11%

2.5 9%
≥ 3 7%

What is the 1-year forward yield curve?

1-year forward 0.5 13.11%
1-year forward 1 15.15%

1-year forward 1.5 10.35%
1-year forward 2 7%

1-year forward 2.5 7%
1-year forward ≥ 3 7%



Yield Curve as a function from 0 to ∞
Suppose you are quoted a term structure/yield curve (s0(t)) at
a discrete set of points? How do you interpolate in between
these dates?

A convenient way is to interpolate linearly.



Interest Rate model from Yield Curve

Setup

We would like to model the future behavior of interest
rates over short periods of time. Say it is the (effective
annual) interest rate that we will pay at time t for an
overnight loan.

Model:
it = iforward(t, t+ 1 day︸ ︷︷ ︸

h

).

Solve:

(1 + s0(t+ h))t+h = (1 + s0(t))
t(1 + it)

h



Interest Rate model from Yield Curve: 3/29/2022

Figure: Interest Rate Model from Yield Curve



Interest Rate Spreads

A can borrow at iA, B can borrow at iB.
The spread iA − iB measures the excess risk for lending
to A compared to B.

Governments borrowing from the markets (bonds)
Banks borrowing from governments
Banks borrowing from banks
Investors borrowing from banks
Companies borrowing from the markets (bonds)
Persons borrowing from banks

Implied interest rates without any borrowing happening

Example
We computed that on 2/16/2023 Apple stocks had an implied
IR from DDM of 9.43% compared to 3.92% long term for US
Bonds.
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Interest Rate Spreads

Figure: YC Spread US vs Romania 4/4/22



Dividend Discount Model: Take 2

The DDM prices a stock as the PV of all future dividend

payments P =
∞∑
t=1

PV(dt).

In a world where investors are risk neutral, i.e., they don’t
care about the extra risk of investing in stock compared to the
safety of the US Treasury yield curve s0(t):

P =
∞∑
t=1

dt
(1 + s0(t))t

.

We’ve already seen that Apple is charged for excess risk!



Apple Stock Price on 2/16/2023

The discrepancy between the price of stock and the DDM
price can be interpreted as saying that the market assesses
an excess risk penalty for Apple vs US.

Let’s compute this excess risk as the value of x such that
term structure sW (t) that we use to compute PV of Walmart
dividends is a parallel shift of the US Treasury yield curve:

sW (t) = s0(t) + x, for all t.



Tesla Interest Rate Spread

Tesla hasn’t paid dividends yet, so how could we possible
study its stock price? Instead of DDM we’ll use bonds to
price Tesla’s IR spread.

Figure: TSLA 1.8b bond maturing 8/15/25, called on 8/15/21



Pricing TSLA Bond on 4/16/21

Price (bid) of the bond using US YC

P =
Fr

(1 + s0(t1))t1
+

Fr

(1 + s0(t2))t2
+ · · ·+ Fr + F

(1 + s0(tn))tn

Price (bid) of the bond using parallel shift up of the US YC

P =
Fr

(1 + s0(t1)+r)t1
+

Fr

(1 + s0(t2)+r)t2
+· · ·+ Fr + F

(1 + s0(tn)+r)tn



Pricing TSLA Bond on 4/16/21



Pricing TSLA Bond 4/16/21 vs 4/26/21

Why might a bond price have increased in 10 days?

Bond prices increase between coupon dates with constant
IR.

TSLA excess risk perceived to have increased.

YC change: overall market risk decreased.
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IR Spread and Implied Probability of Default

Setup:

A is a “risk-free” asset with term structure sA(t).

B is a risky asset with term structure sB(t).

The implied probability of default Dt is the (implied)
probability such that

PVA(cash at time t) = PVB

(
cash at time t with prob

Dt of getting nothing

)
.

Two options

Lend money to B

Lend money to A knowing that with probability Dt, A
refuses to repay.



Pricing the Implied Probability of Default



Example: US vs Russia



Example: US vs Russia

sUS(0.5) = 1.09% vs sRussia(0.5) = 23.42%.

D0.5(Russia vs US) = 1−
(

1 + sUS(0.5)

1 + sRussia(0.5)

)0.5

= 1−
(
1.0109

1.2342

)0.5

= 9.5%.



TED Spread USD LIBOR vs US 10/08

The TED Spread is a spread index between 3-month
LIBOR quoted in USD (“Eurodollars”) vs 3-month T-
Bills. It measures the excess risk of banks borrowing in
USD on the international market compared to the US
government.



TED Spread USD LIBOR vs US 10/08
On 10/10/08 the TED spread was

sUS(0.25) = 0.84% sLIBOR(0.25) = 5.42% TED = 4.58%

What is the implied probability of default for commercial
banks borrowing USD on the international markets over the
next 3 months?



So what is “risk-free” anyway?

We usually take US Treasury securities to be risk-free.

Figure: 1 month Libor USD vs
T-Bill

Figure: 3 month Libor USD vs
T-Bill


